Tools for Safe Imaging of Suspect Drives

Forensic Imager TX1 - Highest Speed
- Sets the standard for Next Generation Forensic Imaging - Images SAS/SATA/PCI-E/USB/Firewire and Network Shares with iPad ease!

- Superior local and network imaging performance without compromises
- Images SATA, USB 3, PCIe, SAS, FireWire 800, IDE, and network shares
- Outputs to SATA, USB 3, SAS, and network shares
- Supports up to two active “forensic” jobs at a time (simultaneous imaging)
- Job queuing option for efficiency and convenience
- Packaged in removable foam inserts custom-made to drop into a Pelican 1500

T7U PCI-Express Forensic Bridge
First PCI-E Standalone Write Blocker

T8U USB 3.0 Forensic Bridge
USB 3.0 Best in class over 300MB/S

T356789iu Universal Forensic Bridge
PCI-E/SAS/SATA/IDE/Firewire/USB 3.0 all in one

T3iu SATA Imaging Forensic Bay
Economical SATA/IDE and Extremely Fast!

T35u SATA/IDE Forensic Bridge
Economical SATA/IDE - for Field or Lab
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